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involved violating Belgium, had foreseen the certainty of Great
Britain's intervention and discounted its consequences. They
were not going to call off their war on her account. Nor were
they going to change their plan. They had, in fact, no other;1
and dispositions, which involved mobilizing and moving several
millions of men at the highest possible speed from the moment
of war's outbreak, could not possibly within a few days be worked
out afresh on a totally new basis, even by the best staff in
Europe.
On the 3ist Grey inquired of France and Germany, whether
they would respect Belgian neutrality, and of Belgium whether
she would defend it. France and Belgium sent affirmative replies,
but Germany objected that any answer would throw light on
her strategy. On i August (Saturday) the cabinet authorized
the foreign secretary to say that
'The reply of the German Government is a matter of very great
regret, because the neutrality of Belgium does affect feeling in this
country. If Germany could see her way to give a positive reply as
France has done, it would materially contribute to relieve anxiety
and tension here; while, if there were a violation by one combatant
while the other respected it, it would be extremely difficult to restrain
public feeling.*
—a formula which shows the cabinet still unready to declare
violation a casus belli. At noon that day Germany's ultimatum
to Russia ran out, and war between those countries virtually
began. No one doubted that it entailed war between Germany
and France. But the British government and nation were still
divided, and to an alarming extent on party lines, the liberal
newspapers crying for neutrality and the conservative for war.
Inside the cabinet the chief advocates of intervention were
Asquith, Grey, and Haldane (all formerly associated with
Lord Rosebery) and Churchill (an ex-conservative); while
against them stood at least ten radical stalwarts, with Lewis
Harcourt, old Sir William's son, pulling the wires. And there
were other factors: the bankers and financiers of the City
strong against intervention, and conservative M.P.s much less
1 Bethmann-Hollweg (Betrachtungen turn Weltkriegc, i (1919), 166) is explicit on
this: *Unsere Militars hatten, nach meiner Kenntnis nach langem, nur eincn
Kriegsplan,' i.e. *Our military men had, as I had long been aware, only one plan
of campaign.' The English version by Sir George Young (Reflections on the World
War (1920), 146) seriously mistranslates this sentence.

